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inFINITE Recliner
Functional Specifications
The inFINITE range is a ground-breaking seating solution that takes design freedom and
seating flexibility to new heights. The system allows the creation of continuous runs of
seating, of any number of seats and limitless lengths. The inFINITE recliner is a further
development of the inFINITE closed stitched seat and back option.
> Thanks

Technical Specifications
Structure (seat and table chassis, arms and legs)
> Dura-Z Advanced Engineering Composite
> Tensile Strength: 165 MPa
> Elongation at break: 6%
> Ball Indentation Hardness: 155 MPa
Structure (Bridging section)
> Aluminium extrusion– 6082 T6
> Wall Thickness: 4mm
> Tensile Strength: 290MPa
Paint
> Epoxy Polyester Powder
> Powder Coating Thickness: 60-80 microns
> Cross-cut test: BS EN ISO 2409:2013 – ISO Class 0
Recliner seat & back
> Bright Mild Steel flatbar and ERW steel tube formed
and welded to shape. 65kg density foam core encapsulated in leather, E-leather, PVC or fabric. All foam
conforms to BS 5852:2006 Ignition sources 0, 1 & 5.
Also meets the requirements of CAL 133.
Fire Standards
> Conforms to BS 5852:2006 Ignition sources 0, 1 & 5
> Also meets the requirements of CAL 133.

to a unique beamless design, it provides limitless reconfigurability enabling the
seating to be changed and adapted to reflect the ever-changing needs and demands of
modern terminals and passenger waiting areas.
> Versatile and robust, designed and manufactured especially for projects where the
furniture will be in constant use.
> It’s composed of reconfigurable and modular elements that will offer ultimate product
flexibility and customer choice. The system includes: seats, backs, arms, legs, spacers,
tables and bridging sections.
> All seat and back options are mechanically fixed to the system facilitating easy removal
and replacement. ‘Fixed’ reclined position.
> Recliner seat has been extended to combine a leg rest whilst the backrest has been
increased in height to incorporate a headrest and further angled back to provide a
“reclined” seating position.
> The seating has been developed to satisfy the most demanding anthropometric and
ergonomic requirements while its simplicity and low maintenance requirements ensure
the products long term performance.
> The system facilitates virtually unlimited permutations; back to back seating and rows
arranged in modules of seats and tables. This unique total modularity also allows the
product to be reconfigured at any stage during its lifetime and further improves the
overall speed and ease of day-to-day and major servicing.
> Chassis, Arms and Legs are moulded from a high performance, advanced engineering
composite, Dura-Z, which offers unprecedented levels of durability, comfort and
convenience. Arms are optional and can be specified in any configuration.
> Legs are positioned centrally underneath seat or table places and be capable of detaching
and reattaching at any point within the system. Glide feet attached to the legs are
capable of being free standing or fix down and are fully adjustable, so as to allow for the
system to sit level on an uneven floor. Anti-slip pads can be added to feet where required.
> A range of power options are available to suit every environment.
> Easy maintenance: The spacing of arms and legs and design with its minimal footprint,
means inFINITE is exceptionally easy to clean. Every last shape, surface and component
junction has been carefully designed to avoid dirt traps, speed up maintenance and
improve security by offering excellent transparency and uncluttered sightlines.
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inFINITE Recliner
Accessories

Foot detail

Seat spacer brackets
> Available for maintaining the correct distance between
seat rows when placed back to back. These integrate
seamlessly into the design of the product, making
them as inconspicuous as possible. The spacer bracket
generates a gap between back to back rows of 100mm
at the top of a standard back rest.

Free-standing

Free-standing underside

Fix down

Anti-slip underside

Back to back bracket

Tables
> Constructed from high pressure compact laminate and faced on the top & bottom using a decorative laminate.
Tables are interchangeable with any seat place. Solid laminate tables are reversible.

Compact laminate full table

Compact laminate half table

Compact laminate recliner
half table

Compact laminate joiner table

Quartz finish

Compact laminate finish

Power

Powerful solutions

Power socket options

UK
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